Ode To Sunset

O sunset, the long lasting smile you keep on your face,
The amount of photos people take of you.
The joy you bring out to everyone,
O summer sunset, O how pretty you are.
Winter sunset you are just too cold for us,
The bright colors that come from the sky after a warm day.
Orange, yellow, pink, purple, and red bring out color in dark times.
O the mixture and texture you have, so warm and cozy.
The warm colors in the sky aren’t thought to look real.
The colors that appear are almost like a dream.
O how the sky look right before it is dark,
You make everyone’s night a little bit better.
The clouds that turn pink, so fluffy and warm.
The color sets down on the fields of Vermont,
O right before winter the leaves almost gone,
The wind blows them around.
With the sky to give them color.
O how lucky we are to see you,
No matter how pretty or bad you are.
No matter how far or near you are,
No matter the time or place.
We look forward to seeing you every night.
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